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Mr. Jackson reported that he had talked to Dr. Langer in regard
to his objections to 0 I comments in the Daily Bulletin. Dr. Langer has
agreed that should sit as an ONE advisor on the Publications
Board. --------- HR70-14

Mr. Jackson reported that steps were underway to draw up our
contribution to NSC 68/b.

Mr. Wisner stated that prospects were net too bright for getting
before the present incumbent is kicked out.

ne saLa, nowever, Tnat 1ircpatrick was working on an arrangement whereby
OSO would always have two or three people on hand for emergency use who

Mr. Wisner reported on the proposed LOOK article. 00,
office, otes Judge Allman as stating this article not authorize y

His notes were stolen by a secretary who has tried to sell
e ar ic e. he DCI wants to know what action has been taken against the.

secretary; and he suggested that if he were not an American, it would be
nice to have him go somewhere else. Mr. Wisner will follow this.

'Mr. Wolf has asked to spend some time in PC and
SO to study their methods of Mr. Jackson suggested
that by directed to only one or two people in each office
so as not to interfere with the work of the office.

The subject of pay and designation was
discussed.: This was fol owe y r er iscussion in regard to whether
the CIA personnel Policy Board was necessary. The DCI was against having
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such a Board, but Mr. Jackson explained that it had been set up to keep
the classification people in line. It was decided that Mr. Davidson,
Director of Personnel, could handle this; that the Board shoul& continue
in a dormant way; and that Mr. Davidson should be made a member.


